
RECESS4
Centre Floor Display Systems



about recess 4 centre floor
Centre floor units can be made to order 
with finished and sizes to your request

The system is compatible with Recess 4

stock Items marked              all dimensions in mm           all sizes nominal

code: 1047
M10 x 70mm

flat base foot 

castors 

code: 1001
with breack
code: 1003
without breack

code: 2001AN
anonised natural

made to order

2 post unit made to order single post made to order



stock Items marked            all dimensions in mm           all sizes nominal

tee arm

glass shelf

timber shelf

single display rail

straight arm

code: 2750GC
clear laminated safety glass
400 x 1180 x 8.4
code: 2750GO
opal laminated safety glass 400 x 1180 x 8.4
code: 2755GC
clear laminated safety glass 300 x 1180 x 8.4
code: 2755GO
opal laminated safety glass 300 x 1180 x 8.4

code: 2715SC
finish: satin chrome
code: 2715MC
finish: mirror chrome
length: 400

code: 2721SC
width: 590
brackets are adjustable
finish: satin chrome

code: 2710SC
finish: satin chrome
code: 2710MC
finish: mirror chrome
inset tee arm 300 x 590
hangers free to move end to end

shelf brackets

code: 2730SC
finish: satin chrome
code: 2730MC
finish: mirror chrome
length: 300
code: 2735SC
finish: satin chrome
code: 2735MC
finish: mirror chrome
length: 400

code: 2074SC
finish: satin chrome
code: 2074MC
finish: mirror chrome
length: 150
code: 2075SC
finish: satin chrome
code: 2075MC
finish: mirror chrome
length: 250
for use with display rail 2720

display hook

flyover rail

code: 2725SC
finish: satin chrome
code: 2725MC
finish: mirror chrome

flyover rail 300 x 1180
hangers free to move end to end

code: 2742SW
finish: soft white
code: 2742SP
finish: spray finish
code: 2742WV
finish: lacquered veneer
400x1180x47 downstand

laminated shelves available on request

single shelf bracket

code: 2740SC
finish: satin chrome
code: 2740MC
finish: mirror chrome

stepped arm

code: 2705SC
finish: satin chrome
code: 2705MC
finish: mirror chrome
length: 400

display rail

code: 2720SC
width: 1180
brackets are adjustable
finish: satin chrome
code: 2720MC
brackets are adjustable
finish: mirror chrome
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